
Pic issue Pic Improvement

There's no
protection between
the hood and the
printer. So it leaves
scratches on the
printer during
shipping

By adding the
RUBBER protector and
2 foam binding to
secure the hood from
moving during
shipping.  So there's
no scratches anymore.

There's no end
stop cover for Z
axis MAX, So the
platform could
move out of Z axis
from top.

1. Set the software
maxmal 200mm for Z
axis. 2. By adding top
stop cover to stop the
platform from moving
out of track.

D7 Version 1 issue D7 Version 1.1 improvement

Wanhao D7 Correction on 20th Feb 2017
D7 V1.1 to be released on 1st March 2017

The Power Cord is
set on top of hood
which may punch a
mark on hood.

To put the cord inside
the hood to avoid the
punch possibility

The FEP being
puched broken
during shipping.

To add 2pcs 3mm
Foam between the
VAT and the Printer
Body. So most impact
would be absorbed by
the foam.



Building plate is
5mm inward which
may cause the
object outside of
printing area.

We move the location
hole outward 5mm. So
the Screen is exactly
locate below the
building plate

The LCD screen
get space from top
glass after printing
dozens hours.

To use sticker from
back side of LCD to
combine the LCD and
Glass together

There is Beep
sound from the
motherboard.

To delete the outter
voltage amplifier， and
use more stable
amplifer on the
motherboard directly.

0.1mm FEP film is
too thin to be break

To use 0.2mm FEP film
to entend using life.

The glass is not
secured on the
printer which could
cause the LCD
breaking

To glue the glass on
the surface of printer to
avoid any movment
during shipping



Plastic nut broken
during shipping

To use Steel nut for
shipping. Plastic nut for
daily usage.


